
 Swinghandle SOFTLINE for Profile Cylinder 40mm long,  up to 2.5mm protruding
 key-barrel part 
a) for installation with cap (IP65)  407-9050
b) dish with hook (no IP65 rating)  407-9039

 Swinghandle SOFTLINE for Profile Cylinder 40mm long,
 with raised sliding cover for up to 5mm protruding key-barrel part
a1) for installation with cap (IP65)  407-9051

b1) dish with hook (no IP65 rating)  407-9040

c) Profile Cylinders according DIN 18252 see product system 2-140

d) Swinghandle SOFTLINE with fitted cylinder barrel 
 with cap and seals (IP65)     
 keyed alike DIRAK 1333*  407-9048
 keyed alike DS200*  507-9269
 keyed different/mixed  407-9049

d1) as d), but dish with hook (no IP65 rating)
 keyed alike DIRAK 1333*  407-9037
 keyed alike DS200*  507-9264
 keyed different/mixed  407-9038

  
 Swinghandle SOFTLINE for insert
e) for installation with cap (IP65)  407-9052
e1) dish with hook (no IP65 rating)  407-9041
  

f) Inserts must be ordered separately, please see product system 2-141.
 Locking stub is included in handle-assembly.

g) Pre-assembling of inserts 207-0016

 Accessories (rod control etc.) please see product system 3-070, 3-160 to
 3-170 and 3-910.
 * With stainless dust-shutter.
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Swinghandle SOFTLINE for
application with Rod-Latch
systems see product system 
3-070 under e), 3-132 and 
3-165.. RH or LH application.. Handle pivots appr. 30°. This Swinghandle can be 
 locked with 40mm long
 Profile Cylinders.
 (DIN 18252), cylinder or
 insert.. Cylinder cam on 45° or 90°.. This Swinghandle is 
 available with two different
 sliding dustcovers, enabling 
 the locking with modern
 Profile Cylinders having a
 protruding key-barrel part
 (refer to chart).. For IP65 applications the 
 lower part of the handle is
 fixed with a sealed cap.. For non IP65 applications,
 e.g. as product system
 3-170, the lower
 part has a fastening hook.. Detailed dimensions of the
 cutouts see product system
 3-010, version B.

Material:
a), a1), b), b1), d), d1), e), e1). Swinghandle: PA, black . Door dish: PA, black. Sliding cover: PA,  
 black
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